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Anticus Curiae Joins
Publications Council

By Evan Adair
After a Board of Student
Affairs recommendation and
hearings by the Council last
week , the Amicu Curiae has
been
placed
under
the
jurisdiction of the College
Publication Council. Prior to the
Publications Council decision ,
the Amicu had been within
Student
Bar
Association
jurisdiction.
Efforts to place the Amicus
within the Publications Council
began {ollowing
hearings
conducted by the BSA Finance
Committee into organ ization
budget requests . The Finance
Committee arrived at the
conclusion that the Amicus ,
while considered a " newsletter "
in the BA con titution , was , in
fact , a " newspaper " and , as
such , should be within the
Publications Council ' s
jurisdiction .
The BSA met on November 7,
and approved the Finance
Committee 's motion that the
BSA recommend that Amicu
" be made a part of the
Publications Council
immediately and receive their
tud nl
Activities
Funds
through that organization ." The
Council conducted a hearing last
Tue day evening , during which
members of the Law School
community could become
in olved in the process leading
to the Council's decision .
Following the hearing , the
Council determined that the
Amicu should become a part of
the Council.
Because this switch was first
raised and accomplished since
our last is ue. certain questions
concerning reasons for , and
ramifications of , the move have
been raised . A thorough
explanation seems to be in
order .
The micu did not initiate
pressure for the move to the
Publications Council. After the
Finance Committee hearings
last month , I was notified that
Scott DeVries , a junior and
chairperson of the Finance
Committee , wanted to discuss
the possibility of bringing the
micu into the Publications
Council.
When I met with De ries ,
que tions were raised as to the
rea ons behind the Finance
Comm ittee 's conclusion that the
Amicu should be moved into the
Council . the procedure to be
followed in accom plishing the
shift , and ramifications of any
move .
'ew letter
micu 1':ot
The Finance Committee 's
condu ion was based on a
determination that the Amicu is
no t a " new letter ." The
Comm ittee looked to the
pre ence
of
editorials ,
advertising, stories "relating to
all areas of the College
community ," and to the

newspaper
format.
The
Editorial Board of the micus
agree that it is a " newspaper,"
although perhaps not for the
same reasons .
Once it was concluded that the
Amicu is a newspaper , the
Committee decided that it would
be more appropriately situated
on the Publications Council. The
Counc il was established several
years ago by President Graves,
and is charged with supervision
of c ampus media . Amic us
budget requests and allocations
will be made through the
Publications Council , and the
Counc il
has
general
responsibility for selection of
Amicu Editors-in-chief. The
major reason for the move to the
Publications Council however,
is the general beJief that a
tudents enjoy PDP's a nnual pre-ga me Bloody Mary Party. " Liquid breakfast " made W&M's
newspaper should not be under
ub equent los to Virginia Tech more pala ta ble.
the control of a political
organization .
Once it was noted that the
move was sought as a means of
protecting the Amicus and
concentrating all major campus
media within the Publications
Council a number of possible
ramifications were discussed
with DeVries , and later with
no recruitment of athletes on an
iI'terim period necessary to
At its January 1974 meeting,
Dean of Students Sam Sadler. the College's Board of Visitors
protect a year of eligibility {or
individual basis . The coaching
Litll Funding hange
staff, or what would remain of
authorized a study of College
grant -in -aid recipients who
micu funding is expected to
the coaching staff, would seek to
athletic policies . The special
might transfer ; ( 3 ) to play
be Iittle-affected by the move . committee subsequently
identify the athlete only after
basketball against Division III
In tead of seeking B A funds
appointed by President Graves
admission to the College .
opponents, where possible , and
through the SBA, the Amicu
Existing admissions criteria and
issued its report earlier this
to develop football with similar
will seek such funds through the
the selection and notification
month , in time for Graves to
opponents. The report cited the
Publications Council , which is
process would apply to all
transmit the report and make
latter alternative as the most
design d to have a certain
recommendations regarding it
students equally . with no
feasible .
expertise . Budget allocations
to the Board meeting , which
preferential treatment for
Possible
Division
III
will be made to the Amicu
begins Thursday .
athletes . To the extent that the
opponents
would
include
through
the
Publications
The committee report submits
admissions process regularly
Allegheny
(of
first-year
Council , rather than through the
two rather extreme statements
gives regard to special talent ,
Contracts fame ), Franklin and
SBA.
of policy and two similarly
athletic ability might be
Marshall , Hampden ·Sydney ,
As a part of the Publications
extreme plans for implementing
considered in the evaluation of a
Randolph-Macon , Bridgewater,
Council, the Amicus must
policy . The fi rst policy would
prospective student.
Haverford , Johns Hopkins, and
adhere to the Associated Press call for a substantial cut-back in
Grants-in -aid for athletes
Washington and Lee .
guidelines
for
tudent expenditures on intercollegiate
would no longer be offered to
Program I would not cause the
newspapers , which have been
athletics . The second would lead
entering students. Grants -in-aid
budgetary problems inher ent in
adopted for use by the Council.
to a substantial up-g r ading of
recipients currently enrolled at
Program II , as "Program I will
These guidelines are included
William
and
Mary 's
the College would be allowed to
offer students a wide variety of
elsewhere in this issue , and
intercollegiate program , and
continue their grants through
athletic opportunities, but only
provide a clearer concept of the
WOUld , of course , lead to
their fourth year . The repor t
to the extent thlat funds are
rights and obligation of this
noted that a number of grants-insubstantial
increases
in
available ." The Educational
newspaper .
expenditures . The committee
aid recipients would probably
Foundation , which is presently a
The Publications Council by- report stated that "there seems
leave the College once Policy I
major contributor to the athletic
laws , also included in this issue , to be no viable middle.ground ,
was implemented.
program, would cease to exist,
provide that the Council is
no sure compromise between the
and the student athletic fee
nder
Policy
I,
the
respon ible for selection of the
two essential positions, which
would provide ten times the
intercollegiate athletic program
Editor -in -Chief. This process
the Committee could suppor t."
funds that could be expected
would be an " integral part of the
include hearings and selection
from other sources.
total
physical
education
prior to spri ng recess . In
Program I : utBac k
Progra m II : Upgrade
program ." Coaches would be
practice , the particular medium
Under
Policy
I,
" the
Under Program II , coaches
members of the men 's and
has been
allowed great
intercollegiate athletic program
would engage in serious
women 's physical education
discretion in selecting its own
for men and women . .. wi1l be
departments .
Approximately
recruiting , seeking "those
Editor or Manager , with the
planned ,
developed,
and
athletes with superior ability
ten coaching positions presently
added afeguard of hearings to
administered primarily for the
existing would be eliminated . who can meet the admission
discourage collusion or any
educational and recreational
chedule Options
requirements of U1e College."
other impropriety in the process .
benefit
of
the
student
Under NCAA rules, William
The report suggested th a t
Although the Amicus funding
participants . . . The athletic
and Mary would have three
"preferential tre a tment be
will no longer be determined in
program will be bot h an
options
relative
to
the given to the recruited athlete in
large measure by law students , extension of the aca demic
continuation of foot ball and
the adm issions process in two
there has been no indication that
program and its counterpart . . .
basketball and the effect on
ways: (I) specia l considera tion
funding problems will result. In
Because the program serves the
grant-in-aid r ecipients: (1) to
for admission if his or her SAT
fact, it is quite li kely that
students and is a counterpart of
continue pla yi ng the sa m e
scor es, class rank , grades, and
Amicu funding will , rather than
the academic program, it will be
op ponents for a thre e -yea r
other factors are within the
being impaired , be even better.
upported la rgely from student
period, and then to compete at
broad range of those of other
fees ."
the Division III level ; (2) to drop
e Amicu p.5
nder Policy I, there would be
football a nd basketball for an
See Report, p. 5

Athletic Report Proposes
Two Extreme Alternatives
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Editorials

Letters To__The Editor
SBA BudgetActions Explained

" Clarify Student Rep. Role
This has certainly been one hell of a fall. Never in our memory
has so little been accomplished with so much squabbling and juvenile
politicking. We are not referring to the administration, nor are we
alluding to the faculty. We speak of ow- student leaders. The SBA has
not collapsed ; in fact, nothing so exciting has occurred.
.
One area in which ineffective leadership has become apparent IS
the student representation to faculty committees. Ideally, the facul ty
allowed student representation on its committees to provide feedback
as to student opinion . The student representative could report to the
SBA Board on committee affairs, 'and retw-n to the next committee
meeting to provide student feedback . Although the faculty committees cannot reasonably be expected to conform their decisions ~o
student opinion , they can, by acquiring this feedback, act on the basIs
of a broad perspective.
.
The central pw-pose, then, of having student representatIOn on
faculty committees appears to be one of providing feedback. It is
doubtful that student representatives were ever intended to ~ct
merely as extra COmmittee members. Yet we can't reme~ber seeing
committee members issuing reports at SBA Board meetings . In the
past student representatives reported more informally, but this year
has ~hown the disadvantages of this process.
In a year such as this , When students are dem~m~g that their
views not be " disregarded," students themselves can, In large part,
remedy the situation. It is time for a thorough consideration of the
role of the student representative. This is a task for the SBA. We
suggest that the SBA adopt a .procedure whereby student repres~n
tatives to the faculty committees report at each SBA Board meeting
on the activities in the committees. After such reports, the Board
should discuss issues presented, where appropriate, and send the
representatives back to the committees armed with a sense of
student views. The student representatives should then report to the
faculty committees on the student views presented. In .voting within
the committee, it would appear somewhat anomalous If the student
representative, after reporting student views, voted contrary to those
views.
The student repres~ntative is no Marshall-Wythe congre~per
son. The representative represents students in a faculty commltte.e.
Once the system as envisioned reaches fruition, perhaps students Will
have less cause to complain that their views are being " disregarded." For then, student views will be represented. Such a procedure
will require mor:e time and effort of student representativ~ ; wheth~r
. such a change is undertaken will reflect the degree of Interest In
assuring true student representati~n . !hen we can c~ncern ourselves
with the effectiveness of leadership In student affairs.

Amicus Joins Council

~

""

Should it make any difference, our readers maJ:' h~ve n~ticed.a
change in the Amicus flag on the front page. Beginning With this
issue , the Amicus is no longer " the newspaper of the Student Bar
Association ." At its meeting November 5, the Board of Student Affairs approved a motion of its Finance Committee and pl~ced the
Amicus under the College-wide Publications COunCIl. The
Publications Council action occurred since our last issue, a nd . the
article elsewhere in this issue is intended to resolve an.y questlO.ns
students may have concerning the move. Since the actIOn does involve greater cooperation and interaction with other parts of the
College, we hope that this space may clarify s~me .questions. .
President Graves established the PublicatIOns CounCil three
years ago . One purpose of the Coun.cil i.s to protect the independen:e
of student media. Member organIzatIOns must adhere ~o. ~~rtaIn
guidelines , but these guidelines serve to clarify the responsibilities ~f
any jow-nalistic enterp~ise .. Students need n~t , fear that the CounCil
will engage in censorship; In fact, the CouncIl s purpose IS more ~e
opposite. Similarly, students need not fear that they have lost a vOice
on the Amicus , for the Council has an established procedure whereby
anyone may question newspaper policies and actions.
Other than normal fiscal problems , the Amicus has no cause to
expect funding difficulties under the Council. It is qu~te ~ossible th~t
funding will be based on sounder ground, as the PublicatIOns CounCil
has more expertise in financial problems of newspapers tha.n does the
SBA or any other organization. The move to the Cou~cil has not
deprived the SBA of any funds.. fo~ it was th~ $3000 AmiCUS budget
which was shifted to the PublicatIOns Council.
At its meeting last week, the Council assw-~d. Law School
representatives that the autonomy of the Amicus Will m no. way .be
threatened by the move. The Council recognizes that the AmiCUS fills
an important role in a particular, specialized part of the Colleg~. In. a
further attempt to assure Law School autonom~ , the Counc~l Will
recommend that the Law School have ess~ntIally. pr?portlOnate
representation on the Council, as two of the SIX publIcatIOns on the
Council are Law School-oriented.
.,
The Publications Council action has been consistent With the
College policy that major publications be within the purview of the
Council. The move has given the Amicus clear freedom ~d serves
as recognition that the Amicus is an important force on thiS campus.

'Paper Chase' Revives
Old M -W lRecollections
we did study, some of us real
hard. People in Pulaski often ask
me what gives that sense of
elitism to Marshall-Wythe , that
indefinable mystique, and you
know what I tell them ? It's the
feeling you're number one in
Tidewater , but if you want that
job in Newport News and not
Toano you have to push yow-self
because the fellow next to yo u is
working for that position at the
top also .
You know all this has led me to

To the Editor:
"Paper Chase" has just
recently come to Pulaski and
lots of townsfolk have asked me
if my law school was like that.
Having answered this question
so many times I thought it would
be appropriate to share my
recollections of those halcyon
da y s with the presen t students at
Marshall-Wythe.
Well back in '54 we sure didn t
have a Kingsfield , but we did
have a contracts professor and

The impression IS growing in some circles that s~den~ co~st~e
" effective input" to mean "accession to all student.Wls~s. This IS a
serious misconception. The number of controversies thiS year does
not warrant that conclusion. In one matter, however; students must
share the blame for contributing to the misconception.
See Diploma, p. 7
~

over control of the Amicus, with
the result that money we had
budgeted from the SBA Activity
Fee funds for Amicus expenses
is being deducted from the total
figw-e approved by the BSA so
that the combined funds of the
SBA will be reduced by $3000.
Hopefully , by the time this letter
is printed , we will have a final
budget to work with.
2) So why did we have a budget
meeting before we had a definite
allocation from the BSA?
Simple : we needed a budget
(which , according to the
Constitution, must be approved
by the membership of the SBA )
before any organization could be
authorized to spend any money,
and a projected budget is better
than none. If we had waited , we
would not have been able to have
a budget meeting until late
November and I was not
authorized to decide how much
money each organization would
be entitled to spend. Of course , I
could always have taken
executive privilege and made
those decisions , but that would
have been a whole other letter .

To the Editor:
Well , it's that time of year
again when someone writes a
nasty letter to the Amicus and
someone else writes a nasty
letter back. Guess what, .Jim
Geddes? This is a nasty letter
back.
Actually , I'm not writing Ithis
letter to vindicate the SBA,
because no one can defend owbudget meetings - ' no maHer
who's running the SBA, they're
the same every year: insCime.
However, I would like to explain
why this year 's meeting was a
little more disorganized than
those of previous years.
1) The budget was not posted
until a few days before the
meeting because we still had not
received a total figure from the
BSA . Several budgets were
submitted , rejected,
and
revised, and we kept hoping the
BSA would break down and give .
us some money. Our revised
budget was finally approved this
week ; however , the decision has
just been made by the
Publications Council to take

Diploma Furor Scored
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3) The memo sent to all
organizations was intended to be
sent out before the meeting and
was not only beCause I did not
have the time to get it done
sooner. That was my fault , and I
apologize. However , I did not
fo r esee any problems since
there was nothing in the memo,
regarding the general policies of
the SBA , which had not been said
before ; the memo was designed
only as a reminder of such
policies to prevent future
misunderstandings. The SBA
can spend at most 15 percent of
its total budget on social events,
and all the organizations which
had had private parties last year
with SBA funds were told that
the SBA had an obligation to the
students to fund social events for
all students and not just for
members of those organizations .
In addition, since we had not
See SBA p. 7

k Ar
Due s
e
No Joke

To the Editor:
It has come to our attention
that a previous issue of yowpublication quoted one R. Brown
as stating that ' ·there are 16000
ducks in Southern Australia or
something like that. ' Amicus
Curiae, November 15, 1974. at 5
col. 4.
As chairman of the United
Poultry Association of Southern
Australia I should like to point
out that the area has. in fact ,
closer to 27.000 ducks. H.
Caulfield. South Australia
Duck Counts 1847 - 1974, 3431 at
728 n.s (supp , 1974 ) ; accord 103
S. Aust!. Congo Rec . 13,629
(remarks of Rep . Camberra );
CF . 36U.W Austl. L. Rev. 279
(chickens ) .
The matter is a source of pride
for our fine Republic and hence
the levity with which it was
treated. as well as the erroneous
informa tion purported , is
worthy of re tra ction. It is
suggested that you check your
sources more thoroughly in the
fut ure as such is the mark of
responsible r eporting .
I.M. Adduk
Chai rman , U.P.A .S.A.
Editor's Note: We regret having
ever mentioned it.

Student Charges
Amicus Coverup,
Board Railroad
To the Editor :
Are the editors of the Amicus
in league with those who sought
to cover up Watergate. veto the
Freedom of Information Act.
and otherwise eliminate the
accountabilitv
of
the
representative~ of the people'?
If not. why was the name of the
represe ntatiY e. \\'ho ,'oted
against pre·Christmas exams at
the meeting of the Curriculum
Comm ittee omitted in both the
article discussing the vote. and
in the editorial criticizing it?
What purpose was served by
concealing the identity of the
person?
There is a legitimate pw-pose
in withholding the identity of
rape victims in newspaper
accounts: but the unidentified
See Coverup p. 1
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AAUP Report Defends Dean;
W &M Procedures Questioned
By Evan Adair
Our previou article in thi
erie
on
the
A l'P
inve tigating committee report
dea ling with la t
pring '
JeRoyd X Greene contro\'er y
ha\'e outlined the report '
finding
a
to the event
involHd in the contro\'er y, Thi
article, which concludes the
erie.
deal
with
the
inve tigating committee'
conclu ion
and
recommendation ,
In determining whether the
Board' refu al to appoint lr .
Greene to the Law hool faculty
\;olated hi academic freedom
as a teacher or that of the
tudents,
the
committee
con idered itself guided "by a
upreme Court decision " which
held that the appropriate test i
"whether or not teacher and
tudents are free 'to inquire, to
tud and to evaluate , to gain
new maturity and under tanding
The committee reported that it
could not find " clear evidence
upon which to conclude that the
decision of the President and
Board were intended to Bence
which he (Greene )
view
repre ent ." As to po sible
infringement of the student'
academic freedom , the report
tate that " wbat those who
rejected the appointment saw a
an action in defense of
appropriate
standards of
courtroom behavior may from
another point of view appear
quite differently : a in effect an
unfortunate restriction of
William and Mary law student'
opportunity to learn about
profes ional phiJosophie and
methods different from tho e
traditionally presented to them
in their classes."
e ertheless, the committee
did not find clear evidence that
uch was their intention , and
concluded tbat there wa "no
clear and distinct violation " of
academic freedom in either
re pect.

cademlc Uue Proce
Whether the Board had a
tatutory obligation to provide
1r . Greene the opportuni y of a
hearing depended, the report
conclude. on the question, had
Greene recei ed an appointment
to the faculty?
The committee determined
tha "a definite offer was made
and accepted" in the exchange
of letters between Dean Whyte
and Mr . Greene. and that the
exchange of letters "occurred in
accordance with e tabli hed
pro edures by which academic
appointments are tendered and
accepted at William and
:\lary ... "
[n light of the e fact , the
committee held that "common
sen e. fairnes , and a concern
with the integr ity and reputation
of the institution all indica te that
:Ir. Greene hould have been
regarded as a member of the
Faculty . at lea t for purpo es of
being entitled to academic due
process. even though he had not
yet begun the performance of hi
dutie ."
The report noted that " the
lack of knowledge of almost all
parties
conce rning
the
profes ional procedures and
practice contained in the
Faculty Handbook and in AA P
guidelines and precedents is a
triking fact of the case." The
committee strongly urged that
the President and the Board
"educate them elves concerning
the pertinence and cu tomary
application of due process as a
afeguard
of
academic
freedom ," and recommended
that new
procedures be
e tablished to avoid future
recurrence of " thi unfortunate
situation."
Law chool Pro edures
The report concluded that,
although
the
Faculty
Aooointments Committee and
the Dean acted properly, "it
probably would have been u eful
to the Committee and Dean ,
regardless of the threat of

publicity. to have involved the
entire faculty in the decisions
once the full nature of Greene's
record and the dimensions of
Admini tration charges agamst
him were known . " Especially
when controversIal candidates
are being consi dered , full
faculty participation in the
election process would sutr
stantially
trengthen
the
recommendation of the Committee . particularly if the
meeting were held before an
offer was made ."
Dean Whyte . " throughout the
deliberations. ob en'ed the
procedure of the By,Law and
followed
customary
admini tra ive policies ... "The
language in the Dean's letter
wa customarily u ed by Deans
Although the February Bar Exam is over two months away,
at the College when making an
review courses ha ve been meeting twice weekly since midoffer of appointment .. . At all
October.
levels up to the President ,
Incl uding the Faculty. the
candidate, the Dean , and the
Vice Pre ident (Healy), the
authoritative aspect of the
Dean '
letter is readily
under tood ."
Pre ident Grave
The comm itteee cri licized
lawyer ' proposed teaching
" Law , Justice , and Racism"
President Graves for "t urning to ~;ll be the topical theme of a
position would aoversely affect
a restricted group of Richmond series of seven public lectures to
appropriations for the Law
lawyers for a professional be given by Richmond attorney
School.
evaluation of Greene , thereby JeRoyd X. Greene at the College
On May 28 the Law School
rejecting the evaluation of the of William and Mary . The initial
faculty adopted a resolution of
Law School." Graves ' lecture will be held this evening
support for Dean Whyte in his
reliance on Greene's contempt at 8 p.m . in Millington Hall
efforts to develop a qualified
citations as justification for Auditorium . It will focus on a
faculty
without
outside
recommending disapproval , "panoramic view" of the
intervention .
without further explanation. was " historical development of the
Three days later the Faculty
also criticized . The report law and black people in
of Arts and Science endorsed a
ugge ted that . rather than America ."
letter writlen to President
recommend
disapproval .
The lecture series is sponsored
Graves by the Faculty Affairs
Graves should have returned the and financed by 45 William and
Committee which voiced support
matter to the Law School for a Mary administrators and
for the Law School resolution . It
full inve tigation by the Faculty faculty members who have each
also deplored the action of the
and the Committee and perhaps pledged "a day 's pay " to
Board of Visitors . The letter
leading to a due process hearing . provide Greene with an
labelled the Board 's decision as
Board of Visitors
honorarium . This action is a
being
determined
by
The report noted that " it symbolic expression of the
"i nappropriate political
ems omewhat questionable group 's concern for academic
influence." Greene subsequently
that the Rector , as chief officer freedom within the College
instituted lawsuits against both
of the Board , hould have been community. A forum is also
the College of William and Mary
so actively involved before the created for Greene's views to be
and State Senator WiJley.
heard ,
discussed ,
and
See Question , p. 6
Following tonight 's lecture,
considered . The hope is that
the next three talks will occur on
"c reative dialogue" will be
consecutive Mondays . The final
engendered by the lectures. It is
three lectures will take place at
to serve in lieu of what might
weekly intervals beginning on
have been possible if Greene had
Jan . 27 , 1975. All lectures in the
been appointed to the Marshallseries will be held at 8 p.m . in
Wythe faculty .
Millington Auditorium except
Greene's
tentative
the concluding lecture which is
third-year practice. Sullivan
appointment to the Marshallnow slated for Phi Beta Kappa
said he does not think more
Wythe School of Law faculty last
Auditorium .
sections of Virginia Procedure
spring was overruled by the
will be offered . " But that will
Among others, future tOPICS
College Board of Visitors upon
depend on what the rules (of
include " The Organized Bar 's
the
recommendation
of
Contributions to Repression of
eligibility
for
third-year
President Graves though Board
practice ) are ."
Free Speech by Lawyers,"
approval
of
teaching
Regardless of whether the
" Institutional Racism ," and
appointments is normally a
course is required for third-year
" Jim Crow in America : An
formality .
practice, Sullivan said he does
Object Lesson in Slight of
Prior to the Board 's rejection
not think the course needs to be
Hand ." Time for questions and
of Greene, State Senator
offered both semesters. In the
discussion will be available at
Edward Willey , Chairman of the
attempt to reach a " rational
each lecture, and the speaker
Senate Finance Committee,
allocation of teaching resources ,
has expressed his willingness to
expressed his view in a letter to
that (offering the course each
meet informally with smaller
James P . Whyte , Dean of the
semester ) would be extreme,"
groups of students and faculty .
Law School, that the black
he added .
" I'm not saying it (Virginia
Procedure ) is not importan t. It's
just the kind of subject that can
be learned on their (students ')
own or from a bar review
course ."
Over Williamsburg Theatre
Jamestown
Make Thanksgiving
and
Christmas Reservations

Greene To Present
Series Of Lectures

Demand Insufficient To Slate
Va. Procedure Both Semesters
B Margaret A kew
Chances are that
irginia
Procedure will continue to be
offered only one time , either fall
or spring semester each year,
according to Associate Dean
Tim uHivan , despite comments
from · students that it should be
offered both semesters.
Virginia Procedure , which is
needed to pass ·the Virginia Bar
Examination , is currently
offered in the fall semester , with
another ection usually offered
in the summer, Sullivan said.
SuJlivan said his personal
opinion is that he does not "think
it even needs to be in the
curriculum ." Most students can
learn enough about Virginia
Procedure from a combination
of the basic Civil Procedure
course and from the bar review
course, he added .
" However , I think a lot of
people disagree with me ."
In the past , the course was
offered during the spring
semester, Sullivan said. This
year, the course was switched
from spring to fall semester

when it was determined that
JeRoyd X. Greene , a Richmond
lawyer, would not be teaching
the course during
pring
semester at Marshall-Wythe .
" We had to make some shortnotice changes in scheduling ."
The schedule for Virginia
Procedure had to be arranged
around times when Judge
Zepkin , who is teaching the
cour e this fall , was available
for the class.
Demand for the course is not
high enough to offer it both fall
and spring semesters, Sullivan
said. Enrollment in the course
this falJ is 64 students . " We don 't
need two classes to teach 64
students."
Sullivan said the class is open
to both second- and third-year
students , and the time offered
thi fall is such that it should not
conflict with required secondvear courses. " There really
shouldn't be any course
conflict."
Question has been raised
about whether the course will be
required for students involved in
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PAD's bookstore will open once again to the pulsing throngs who
people the halls in search of an extra scrap of notes with which to
prepare for finals. PAD will be peddling hornbooks as well as the
omnipresent, ever-helpful "extrinsic" aids of whatever description.
The service is smiling, and the price is right.
The Amicus is having a miserable time fmiling things to put in
this Hanes Briefs column. The entire purpose of the Hanes is to
provide a forum of sorts for any events that are happening around the
Law School. The only hitch is that on Thursday afternoons, the
Amicus Hanes man is running around the haIls looking at posters in a
feeble attempt to discover news. He humbly implores leaders of the
sundry student organizations to give him a break. Simply scribble
down the essentials of anything your group would like publicized, and
barring libel, it will be printed.
Evan Adair, editor-in-chief of this occasionally esteemed
enterprise, will be present at tomorrow afternoon's SBA Board
meeting to answer questions concerning the Publications Council's
assertion of jurisdiction over the Amicus Curiae. Since this issue is
full of information on the events leading to the-Council's decision and
pos~ible ra~ifications of the move, it might be nifty for students
ha vl.ng q?estJ~ns to read this issue before going to the Board meeting.
AdaIr mIght like to talk, but he isn't crazy about providing instant
replays.
Pursuant to Dean Whyte's suggestion at last week's "meeting
with the Dean" that students seek permission of the faculty for
student attendance at certain meetings of committees and the
ge~eral faculty, t~e Amicus expresses its interest in sending a nonvotmg, non-speakmg reporter to meetings. We recognize that some
issues require closed sessions, but believe that students might be
aided should decisions of the faculty be better reported and explained.
.

~~ . . . . . . ......,the

~3:~~
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Graduate Housing Is Not
Primary Concern Of RHL
By Wallace Auser
Currently, the college has 22
residence spaces allocated for
graduate students. There is little
chance that there will be more
available space due to the
problems of financing and the
college's
commitment
to
undergraduates. According to
James Hodges, director of
college residences, it is possible
that the college will adopt a
proposal to purchase some more
ofkampus housing, which will
be used to house graduates.
Mr. Hodges said, "The state
does not give appropriation
money for residence halls. The
state will float revenue bonds for
the College, but the College has
reached the limit of its debt level
now." Vice President for
Business Affairs William Carter
agreed, saying that the debt
limit which the College has
reached is not a debt limit as
such, but is just a prudent limit
for the amount of debt.
The College has committed
itself to renovating the existing
dorms. The original cost of the
program, Mr . Carter said, was
$1.75 million, but now the
estimated cost for the program
is $3.4 million due to vast
increases in construction costs
and the cost of money . Mr .
Hodges said that part of the rent
goes to payoff the bonds for the
residence halls so that until the
present debt is paid off the
College is limited in financing
any new dorms.
Inflation Discourages Plans
Mr. Carter does not want to
take on new debt generating
projects W1til he can fjgure out
what the present commitments

will cost by the time of
completion . It is possible that
William and Mary may need
new bonds to fund the renovation
because the volatile economy
may cause the price of the
project to exceed the estimates.
Some of the intended furnishings
of the dorms, such as air
conditioning ,
have
been
eliminated from the proposed
buildings to keep the cost as low
as possible.
Presently, Mr . Carter is
looking for alternative methods
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to increase housing for the
College. One such proposal is to
use
private
funds
and
commercial participation.
Private enterprise would be
encouraged to build on state
property on a lease-back
situation so that the College
would get the building after 20
years. Since the property is state
property, the apartments can be
rented at a nominal value so that
the cost to the tenant would be 20
percent less than a regular
apartment.
However, such a building
would not be a residence hall,
but would be convertible
apartments for married or
single students , faculty or staff.
Mr. Carter made it clear that
this project would be possible
only if there were people willing
to spend the money and a
reasonable
market .
The
unstable economy
makes
planning very difficult so Mr.
Carter said that the plan was
long-range and indefinite, and
much would depend on the
ultimate cost of the present
renovation, which will be
completed around 1976.
Undergraduate Commitment
Since William and Mary is
committed to undergraduate
education , graduate housing
receives little emphasis , said
Jack Morgan, Associate Dean of
Students for Residence Hall
Life . Residence hall living is

much more important to the
undergraduate education than it
is for graduate education . In
addition , the College is pressed
to find enough space for the
undergraduates. At the time of
the lottery last spring , William
and Mary was unable to meet
the demand . It was only the
attrition after the lottery which
allowed the College to meet the
demand. Any expansion of
graduate housing would have to
be
off-campus
housing,
according to Mr. Morgan .
William and Mary requires
freshmen and sophomores to
live in the residence halls. Dean
Morgan said, "If the sophomore
requirement did not exist there
probably would not be a greater
opportunity
for
graduate
housing because they would live
on campus anyway."
Personally , Mr . Morgan
opposes getting rid of the twoyear requirement because the
developmental change which
occurs in the person as a result
of dorm living in the first year is
refined in the second year .
During the last two years of
school , there is less need for the
residence hall living and there
are, Dean Morgan admitted ,
advantages to apartment living.
Since the value of dorm living is
much less for graduate students
than undergrads , the College 's
See Housing p. 8

Council Guidelines
A. Code of Ethics
Publications are expected to follow the Code of Ethics of the
United States Student Press Association which is as follows ·
It ~s the role of the student press to ' report the news and
prOVIde an outlet for campus opinion and creative effort.
It i~ the highest responsibility of the student press to maintain
the highest standards of accuracy, truthfulness and fairness in
fulfilling this role.
.
'
. The student press must retain respect for the privacy and
nghts of the individual.
The student press must not impugn the character or motives
of th~ indiv!dual without substantial evidence ; nor shall it
knOWIngly VIOlate a confidence.
. Personal. bias, vested interests, or editorial policy must not
dic~te or Influence the writing, placement, or length of news
stones. News value must be the only criterion.
The student press must provide an open forum for unfettered
ex?re~sion ~f opinion, including those opinions differing from
e?ltonal polIcy. Such expressions must not be edited so as to
distort, alter or disparage the opinion.
The student press must insu:e .the highest degree of accuracy .
and must not represent the opInIOns or actions of individuals or
groups.
A correction must be promptly issued and fairly placed where
there has been a factual inaccuracy. \Vhere an individual or
group ha.s been damaged by error. an apology is necessary .
An artIcle from. another publication must not be reprinted in
whole or ~n part WIthout due credit, and permission if necessary.
The editor must accept final responsibility for the contents of
the publica tion.
B. Safeguards of Editorial Freedom
The following provision~ ~eguard the editorial freedom long
granted to student publIcatIOns and broadcast activities at
V!i lliam a nd 1ary:
1. The student press must be free of all forms of external interference designed to regulate its content. The freedom of
tudent publications and broadcast activities must not be
abri~ge~ by confisca.tion of issues or facilities ; suspension of
~bhcatlOn : academIC. personal , or financial sanctions ; arbItrary removal of staff members: or threats of these actions.
o one outside the student staff shall delete, dictate. or revise
the content of student publications and broadcast activities.
2. Only for flagrant or consistent violation of the above Code of
Ethics will editors and managers be subject to removal and
then by orderly and prescribed procedures as stated above.
3. All Colleg:~~blished and financed student publications and
broadcast actIVIties should explicitly state that the opinions
there expressed are not necessarily those of the staff the
College, or the student body.
'
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Dean Notes Faculty
Power In Decisions

W&M ruggers, shown here fresh from their victory over U.Va.

Virginia Conquest Tops
W &M Rugby Campaign
William and Mary's rugby
squad closed out its season a
week ago, losing to a tough
Norfolk group. W & M's ruggers
finished with an even won-loss
record this season, with the
highlight being the club's first
victory over the University of
Virginia squad.
Due to space consideration,
the article which follows could
not be included in the last issue
of the Amicus. It is being
included this week to inform our
readers of the mayhem which
occurs every weekend in the
early fall.
William Webb Ellis, a student
known to have "a fine disregard
for the rules of the game, "
picked up the ball during a
soccer game and ran with it. The
year was 1823. The place was
Rugby School in England and
the sport of rugby or " English
football " was born.
Today , the sport follows much
the same tradition as the 15
players who start the game for
each side run 45 to 50 minutes of
a 60 minute match . They run ,
tackle , pass and kick to score
tries (touchdowns worth 4
points ). conversion kicks ,
penalty kicks or drop kick field
goals on a 110-bY-75 yard field .
No substitutions are allowed ,
even for injuries.
The purpose of the game,
some rugby players say in " fine
disregard for the rules," is to
work up a thirst for the party
afterwards .
The home team traditionally
treats the visiting team to a beer
bust - hospitality is one of the
traditions of rugby , strictly an
amateur sport at all ievels.
" Rugby is an intense sport,"
said Chris "Mongo" Hutton ,
captain of the William and Mary
team . and a third year law
student. "' It's particularly good
for law students, because a guy
can stay in shape and work off

study frustrations at the same
time. "
During the W & M rugby
season, which starts in late
September and goes through the
last week of November, resumes
in March , and finally ends in
April, the Indians practice twice
a week. Practice includes about
an hour of calisthenics and
running , as well as practice
drills and scrimmages on
specified days.
Rugby is going through its
third wave of popularity in the
United States. It was introduced
through Canada in the 186OS ,
enjoyed a brief rennaissance
when U. S. teams won the
Olympic competition against
heavy odds in 1920 and 1924 the only two years the sport has
been in the Olympics - and
began picking up again in the
middle 1960s.
William and Mary is a
member of the Virginia Rugby
Union , an organization of teams .
Over half of the 35-man Indian
roster is made up of law
students.
Continuing their winning
streak after beating Virginia
Commonwealth University 18-0
and 18-6, the Indian ruggers
defeated the University of
Virginia squad 8-4 on October 26.
The victory marked the first win
over Virginia since the William
a nd Mary club was formed four
years ago .
Scoring tries for W & M were
Chris Hutton and Lee Miernicki.
Defensive standouts include star
wingforward Phil .Huddleston
and
s e condrowman
Jack
Russell. William and Mary
dominated the game throughout.
W & M's "B " team was
defeated , 10-3. by a combination
"B " and "C" team from
irginia . The Indians ' only score
came in the firs. half on a
penalty kick by Jim Wheat.

-----------------------~-----~

The Placement Office requests that any student who has
accepted employment complete this form and either take t~e
form to the Placement Office or drop in the Placement box In
the General Office.
.......... .. . .... . .. ... ..... ... . . . . ... ... . . ...... . . . ...... . .
I have accepted a position with:
~ame

Firm ~ame ....... .. . . .. . . ... .. .. ...... ... . .. . ..... .. .. . .. ...... . .
Address ... . ........ .... ...... . .... . . ... . . .... . . ... . .. . . .. .... . . . .

~----------~-----------------~

By Bill Bridge
. Dean James P . Whyte met
wi th over 50 students last
Wednesday in his semi-annual
open meeting with the student
body. It was evident from the
questions and complaints voiced
that students share a continuing
-concern with the quality of the
faculty , library, and facilities,
and are becoming increasingly
convinced that something is not
quite right with the way this
school is administered .
Some students came to the
meeting seeking a villain who
would take the rap, and the Dean
seemed to be the ideal
candidate. However, Dean
Whyte easily shed the villain's
role, fielding questions amiably
and with apparent candor, and
placed responsibility on the
faculty for certain Law School
conditions which have generated
student discontent.
Predictable complaints were
made against the library's
"colon system" of classification,
the problem of missing books
from the library, and the
overcrowded facilities. The
Dean agreed that the colon
system
is
inconvenient,

admitted that he does not
personally
use
it,
and
maintained that he had never
been an advocate of the system.
The Dean noted that the
system was instituted by the
faculty on recommendation of
the faculty library committee,
and
said,
"It's
their
responsibility. "
Dean Whyte suggested that
students seeking addition or
replacement of library books
make a direct request to
Professor Leavell, chairman of
the Library Committee.
The problem of overcrowding
in the Law School was
acknowledged. The Law School
has accepted larger entering
classes in recent years,
anticipating a move to larger
facilities. As the State's
financial situation worsens,
, prospects for a new building in
the near future become more
remote. If prospects do not
improve in the next couple
years, action will likely be taken
to reduce enrollment in order to
relieve overcrowding and to
meet ABA law library seating
standards.
Such
action ,
See Dean, p. 6

Anticus Curiae Joins
Publications Council
Continued from p.

1

As it must maintain its own

financial records under the new
system , the Amicus will be in a
better position to estimate
financial needs than it has been
in the past , when estimates were
hazy and often little more than
guesswork.
Council Expertise
The Publications Council has
more experience with the
financial problems of a
newspaper than does the SBA,
and past practice has indicated
that its budget recommendations for each organization
have
been
justified
by this expertise . In addition ,
BSA members were favorably
impressed by the Amicus, noting
that " it's a better newspaper
than the Flat Hat for one-fourth
the cost." The Amicus budget
does indeed cause little concern
when compared to budgets of
some of the other Publications
Council organizations.
Students who question Amicus
policies are now afforded a
formal
process
whereby
grievances can be aired . and
resolved by the Council pursuant
to
the
aforementioned
guidelines. Because of this
safeguard, law students should
not fear that they have "no
control" over the Amicus .
The major problem with the
move has been the very sound
argument that Law School
affairs can best be handled
within the Law School. The
merit of this contention was not
forgotten during discussions
leading to the Publications
Council decision .
Possible Advantages
The
move,
however,
accomplishes two things which
might outweigh what harm will
result from subjecting the
Amicus to College regulation.
First, it is better that the Amicus
be within the jurisdiction of a
council designed to protect the

rights and enforce obligations of
a newspaper, than that the past
practice of subordination to a
political
organization
be
continued .
The former practice involved
inherent problems, which could
have led to serious difficulties
should the SBA or members
thereof have decided that the
SBA could control content of the
Amicus . While the Amicus was
truly a newsletter , the process
caused no problem . Once the
Amicus grew , possibilities of
conflict likely increased. It is our
belief that the Law School is
better served by the present
newspaper; the move to the
Publications Council assures its
independence.
The
second
possible
advantage of the move is the
prospect of greater law studentunder-graduate student
cooperation . Due to recent SBA
efforts , law students are
receiving essentially the entire
$18 in funds that they pay
through the activity fee. This
was not always the case.
During our dealings with the
BSA, we enr:ountered no
instances of undergraduate
resentment or misconception.
Perhaps by working with other
undergraduate media on the
Publications Council, law
student interests will be further
advanced.
Thus, the Amicus cooperated
with BSA efforts to make it a
part of the Publications Council.
It is our hope that the move is
advantageous to the Amicus and
to law students. As the Colonial
Lawyer and the Amicus are now
in the Council, we have
suggested
that
Council
membership guidelines provide
for proportionate Law School
representation. Dean Sadler has
agreed with this suggestion, and
we see no reason to doubt that
such a change can be made in
the near future.

Report Suggests
Two Alternative
Sport Proposals
Continued from p. 1
The committee
further
suggested that intercollegiate
athletes be given preferential
treatment in the registration
process so that they might
arrange their schedules to avoid
conflicts between late afternoon
courses or labs and scheduled
team practices.
Should Program II be adopted,
William and Mary would
compete against institutions
which have similar aims of
"excellence in both academics
and athletics. Schedules should
aim to enhance the image of the
College as an educational
institution of na tional standing."
Under Program II, revenue
sports would be supported by
gate
receipts,
student
ticketbooks, donations from the
Educational Foundation , radio
and TV rights, program
advertising and sales, and
concessions. Non-revenue sports
would be supported by student
fees with as much additional
income as can be developed
from
donations
by
the
Educational Foundation and
from gate receipts . .
Ticketbooks Suggested.
Basketball and football could
exist, states the report, and
compete at their current budget
levels if they are supported by a
student ticketbook, Educational
Foundation contributions, and
"related revenues." It should be
noted that the estimated budget
for these two sports notes that
student tickets at $36.50 would
raise almost $179,000 in 1975-76,
while
the
Educational
Foundation could be expected to
contribute but $125,000. In
addi tion to the ticketbooks,
students would pay $43 for men's
non-revenue sports, $19 for
women's non-revenue sports,
and $4.50 for intramurals - a
total student fee of $103 in 197576.
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Dean Discusses F acuIty
Role In Decision-Making

Dean Wbyte li tens to a question during his recent talk with students.

Law Students Fare
Well In BSA Grant
B Charlie Burr
De pite
concern
that
substantial cuts might be made,
the Board of Student Affairs bas
approved a
Student Bar
Association
budget almost
identical in substance to that
passed by the general budget
meeting earlier this year.
Differences in form are
apparently due to the criteria
and methods by which the BSA
con iders
and
approves
allocations .
The
budget
approved by the law students ,
however, gives a clearer picture
of where the money will
ultimately end up .
Minor cuts were made in items
uch as printing , but no one item
or organ ization suffered a
dramatic reduction .
There had been concern in an
earlier hearing that social
expenditures might be reduced
from 15 to 4 percent of the entire
budget. Tills was the result of
confusion over the presentation
of all social expenditures as a
lump sum of 15 percent instead
of separate items and events as
the BSA preferred.
Following explanations of the
SBA 's various social activities
and the reasons underlying a
consolidated rather than an
itemized alloca tion, the Board
allowed the original l~ percent
figure to stand .

mlliamsburg

The only major change
involved the transferring of
appropriations for the Amicu
Curiae from the SBA budget to
the Publications Council budget
following
that
body's
assumption of control over the
paper last Tuesday. The total
$3 ,000
funding
remained
unaltered .
nder this year'
BSA
allocations , dollar for dollar ,
more of the fees paid by law
tudents flow directly back to
law school activities than in any
year previous. Combining only
the SBA, Colonial Lawyer, and
micu uriae budgets , there is
nearly a 100 per cent return . Law
students still rece ive the
Colonial Echo, the Flat Hat, and
the WiJlia m a nd Mary Review at
no additional cost despite the
nominal portions of their fee
which go toward the support of
these and other campus-wide
activities in which law students
are free to participate.
In light of current economic
situations, close scrutiny by the
BSA left little flexibility in any of
the budgets presented to it. As a
consequence, it will relain the
practice of review and
reallocation later in the year
should any group request
additional funding due to
intervening circumstances.
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Continued from p. 5
according to the Dean , will be a
faculty decision which would be
forwarded to the College'
administration
a
a
recommendation .
Much of the discontent
expressed by students at the
meeting related to the quality of
the faculty a a group of
in tructors . One tudent bluntly
expressed "concern for the less
than adequate teaching abilities
of the faculty." and added that
the Dean is probably unaware of
what goe on in the classrooms.
tudents repeatedly uggested
that a more effective system of
observa tion and evaluation of
instructors in the classroom be
devised and conducted on a
regular basis . The Dean
responded that the facuIty
e aluation plan is to introduce
regular , periodic observation of
individual instructors in the
classroom , and noted that "it
should be going on now , but I

doubt it; one-thi rd of the faculty
is oppo ed to the idea ." The
Dean e plained that the Faculty
tatu Committee is in charge of
the evaluation program .
tudents al 0 uggested that a
system be devised whereby the
teaching
abilities
of
a
pro pective in tructor are
evaluated in a classroom
situation before the instructor is
hired . e pecially where the
prospecti ve instructor has not
taught before
The Dean
to be an
con idered thi
"excellent idea." and said he
will recommend it to the Faculty
lection Committee.
.
After a discu ion of the
facuIty voted on the Law ch I
calendar, the Dean explained
that he had recei ved a memo
from Academic Vice Pre ident
George Healy to the effect that
there were problems inherent in
the Law
hool 's decision to
remain on the January exam
calendar, and suggested that the

'Paper Chase' Revives
Old M-W Recollection
ontinued from p. 2
do some investigating a to what
my classmate are doing . I hope
you find the results instructive. I
understand tha t among them are
a President of the Chamber of
Commerce of a thriving Virginia
hamlet , numerous teachers of
high school history , and an
expatriate living in Sao Paulo.
But let's be honest with each
other - the measure of succe s
of a lawyer is how much
spondula he i raking in .
Earning power is the name of
the game when you weigh your
various offer . To put things in
proper perspective a lawyer in
Hampton will on the average
make 3.4 times as much as an
attorney in Lightfoot (although
Lightfoot does offer significant
opportunities
for
outside
income , particularly during
planting and harvesting time ).
Of the graduates I have been
able to track down , nearly half
have chosen the path of single
pratice with earnings upwards
of $8 55O-a-year with the average
income $6,700 and the median
$7 ,200 .
Those
classma tes
working in 2-5 man firms .
however , earn a might bit more;
their average income is S9,600. I
reckon all aspiring MarshalJWythe students should take this
into account when deciding
whether or not to practice in a
large firm .

As for myself, I am perfectly
happy
here
in
Pulaski
repre enting ilas Throneberry ,
the largest soy bean producer in
the area , and the local Agway
feed store which is r ight down
the road . Of course there are
disadvantage to living in
Pula ki , like leaving work
everyday at 5 p.m ., and also not
being involved in significant
ocial litigation such as
defending the persecuted of our
society, e.g ., Mobil Oil and I.T .T.
Let me close by reminding
yo u, young friend ,there is more
to law than making money . The
succe of my class can serve as
an i'1spiration to yours. but
remember the law also has a
moral and ethical side ; at least
that's what I read in the Po t.
Who among the class of '54 will
ever forget the awful sen e of
purpose , the feeling we are
merely part of a great whole ,
and our responsibility to
ourselves and our profession
demand total commitment to
our goal that was imbued in us
the da y our contracts professor
looked up from Woollums v.
Horsley and aid memorably,
"Caveat Emptor ."
Good luck on your road to
succe s m y friends , but never
forget you are lawyers.

Phineas T. Ashbacker , Esq .
Class of 1954

Please Complete This Form
And Return To Dean Sullivan
Do 'ou plan to aUend um mer chool ?
yes......
0 ..... .
How many cour e do you plan on taking?
1......

2......

3......

4.... . .

What courses would you like to see offered during the summer
1975 session?

issue might not be settled after
all .
Dean Whyte 's representation
of the faculty's power and it
pos iti on on expression of
tudent interest led to the mo t
memorable exchange of the
meeting . A student plaintively
the facuIty wa
a ked wh
"always" opposed to tudent
intere ts, even if orne of tho e
interests are petty , and whether
faculty actions on such matters
are "i mmutable " and not
ubject to appeal.
The Dean replied : " 'othing i
immutable: nothing i eternal;
e\'erything is appealable ." The
tudent queried : "Can't we have
a beneficent Dean " to intercede
on tudent ' behalf? Another
student explained that "that 's a
contradiction in terms ," to
which the Dean responded ,
"That 's exactly right. Dean are
not benevolent ; someone must
be the son-<>f-a-bitch ." " But," a
student replied , • 17 faceless
so ns-of-bitches are hard to
take."
It was
uggested tha t a
olution to the lack of
communication might be to
allow an Amicus representative
to it in on faculty meetings . The
Dean uggested that tudents
petition the faculty on that issue .

R eport Questions
W&M Provedure
onlinued from p. 3
Pre ident had made his
decision , a decision which would
have to b acted upon by the
Board."
The Board 's rather ummary
disapproval
was
also
que tioned : "The Board does not
have the right to reject lightly
what is merely unappealing to it.
When ... it has a case inflamed
by political , economic , and
perhaps to some , racial
contro versy, and when it has
determined
that
it
has
'co mpelling
reasons'
for
rejecting a Faculty decision on
the matter , clearly it could best
serve the interests of the
in titution if the Board returned
the Faculty appointment.
together with its objections. to
the Faculty for a full hearing ."
The report noted . however .
that the process by which the
decision wa reached in the Law
School and Administration did
"not exhibit the care which
might afford the Board that
a surance that the Faculty has
exercised its professional
judgment with the mo t
crupulous thoroughness and
care."
evertheles , "the Board
failed to adequately respond to
enator Willey 's attempt to
improperly
influence
the
College's internal decision on the
appointment of Greene . By not
re ponding , the Board left an
impression on many that such
blatant attem pts may be
successful ." Presi dent Graves
\ as similarly cr iticized.
The committee th us found no
true "vi llain " in the Greene
cont r ove rsy . Th e questions
raised in the report, however ,
require serious atten tion by the
parties involved to assure the
integrity of the College and the
fac ul ty selection process .

AMICUS CURIAE

Editorials
Diploma Furor Scored
Con tinu ed from p. 2
People at this Law School have better things to do than to go
through a perennial discussion over the aesthetics of diplomas. We
are frankly-surprised that the SBA has sanctioned the diploma poll,
yet disavowed any connection with the exam petition which sought to
a certain student feeling on a much more legitimate and significant
point of academic concern.
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To approach such a matter with a poll can only produce a result
which, even if adopted promises to be no more than a concoction of
pluralities . If it isn't worse than the current product, it will certainly
satisfy no greater portion of the student body than is presently contented.

/JON'; MISS
ou~

Four or five years ago , after many semesters of hearing students
complain that a s.mall diploma. written in English was a " disgrace, '
the faculty promised one more change, anything students wanted, if
only they would make a choice , be quiet. and never come back. They
promised. The present diploma is the result of a poll taken at that
time. Last year , the SBA eked out yet one last change on the same
promise.
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It is argua~le whether anyone student body can bind its suc-

cessor~ to anyt?In.g forever , but it is unreasonable to expect a change

every time majorIty tastes alter with the introduction of a new first-

y~ar class. Printing contracts must also be considered , as well as the

high cost of short-lived designs.
. .The la~yer w~o ~ust ~ely on the artistic qualities of his degree to
lllstill confidence In hiS clients probably should never have received
one in the first pI.ace. It is claimed that clients read these things.
Perhaps. but only If one IS too cheap to ha ve magazines in his waiting
room .
The fact remains that this is just not a ver y important issue. u:..
annual revival with no assurances that it will ever be put to rest
cannot sit well with the faculty or administration , especially since
some of those in charge are apparently unaware of many of the facts
involved. It adds little strength to student persuasiveness when
genuine concern for significant interests does arise. Persistence may
ultimately leave graduates with nothing more than a piece of poster
board, a box of crayolas , and their own ingenuity.

Sports Plans Extreme
The r eport of the committee charged with studying the College's
athletic program certainly leaves little room for negotiation. a
decision which we question. Neither of the two proposals are
especially feasible , and neither has what could be considered consensus support. The committee c:>uld have given more consideration
to means by which the present athletic program could be retained
and placed on sounder financial footing.
As the committee's arguments in favor of Program I noted. the
drastic curtailment of intercollegiate athletic competition would be
financially feasible . in that so little money would be expended that the
student athletic fee could be sufficient to maintain the program .
Program I would also subordinate athletics to the College's
"academic program, ' but William and Mary has seemingly been
successful at fostering the student-athlete concept in the past without
undue disruption of the academic program.
One major criticism of Program II is its excessive reliance on the
student fee. an issue especially bothersome to law students, who
more-or-less pay $88 per year for the right to attend football and
bastketball games. Yet Program II does recognize, though to an
extreme , the importance of a decent intercollegiate program on fundraising efforts and other traditional College activities. Furthermore,
spectators now can enjoy watching W & M footba ll and basketball;
though our teams often get thrashed , a respectable th rashing can be
more interesting than thrashing a Division III oPpo!lent.
It is too easy to support Program I - if one simply ignores the
fact that intercollegiate athletics is an important aspect of the college
experience. The program would be relatively inexpensive, but the
intrinsic loss might outweigh any financial gain. We doubt that
adopting a program of " club sports" would be as palatable to the
College community as some Program I proponents might think. This
is not to say, how'e ver , that we wholeheartedly approve of Program

n.
Program II also has serious failings . It seems to call for a highpowered athletic program which we doubt William and Mary can
sustain , for financial. academic, and ethical reasons. More obviously,
Program II calls for a reliance on the student athletic fee which has
already caused the program to lose favor with many. It is unrealistic
to expect students to pay approximately $179.000 for revenueproducing sports (1975-76), with the benevolent Educational Foundation, representing the alumni \vho so obviously favor a quality
program . tossing in all of S125,000. Then Program II would allow
students to largely support non-revenue sports. This is a bit much .
We feel that the College could be better served by a compromise
of some sort between the two programs. Both programs suffer fr om
their extr eme approach, and it appears more feasible for the Board of
isitors to adopt a more moderate program. E ven under this com prom ise, however, it is time for the alumni to come forward with
more cash . It is quite possible that the present program 's financial
difficulties could be resolved if the alumni financial support is
commensurate with their verbal support. Then , perhaps we wouldn't
need either of the two programs.
The Amicus welcomes reader response to its editorial comment.

Amicus Cover-up, SBA
Budget Action Scored
Continu ed from p. 2
person in this instance hardly
ca n claim the status of a rapee.
Indeed , this person joined in the
perpetration of a fo ul deed.
Even if a representative is
entitled to ignore the wishes of
his or her constituency and to
vote as he or she sees fit, a
newspaper, particularly one
which purports to be the organ of
the student government, has no
basis for failing to disclose the
identity of a student, whether
elected or appointed , who acts as
a r epresentative of the students
in a manner contrary to their
expr essed opinion .
The students have a right to
know who is " representing "
them and how. and the Amicus
should assume its duty as the
informational vehicle in this
respect.
I would also like to express
another gri pe in the area of
"'representation ." The recent
SBA budget meeting was both
laughable a nd disgusting . The
attempts by the Board to invoke
procedural technicalities and
constitutional niceties to protect
the budget as prepared involved
both ludicrous posturing and
classic abuse of procedural rules
to defeat the wishes of those
greater in number but lacking in
power.
The response to this , of course,
is that I should grow up : people

in law schoo l can read
constit utions and understand
Robert's Rules of Order. My
reply is unprintable.
Tom Edmondson
Editor 's Note. We feel that some
reply to the first part of the
above letter is appropriate.
From time to tim~, the Amicus
must exerc ise its discretion in
reporting and commen ting on
events. In the case of the
Curriculum Committee vote, the
alter nati ve st ud ent
representative, Mo ira
Donoghue, voted with the fa culty
mem bers .
Ms . Donoghue's name was not
mentioned for several reasons.
Names
of
the
student
representatives are posted in the
main lobby of the Law School.
We
believed
that
Ms.
Donoghue's name need not be
mentioned beca use her identity
was hardly our major concern.
We are more concerned with the
ineffectiveness of the entire
student representa tive process.
Ms. Donoghue was reassured by
the SBA president (Nora Bailes)
that her action, in the
circumstances,
was
not
improper.
Further , considering the
virulence of a segment of
student opinion, we felt it was
unnecessary to subject Ms.
excess ive
Donoghue
to
criticism. We stand by our
decision .

Local Docket
For those interested in seeing
the real thing (court ) , the
Amicus is listing samplings
from local court dockets . Before
going to observe , it 's advisable
to call and make sure [hat the
case has not been continued ,
settled, or dropped. Court begins
at 10 a.m. The cases below are
from the Hampton docket.
Wednesday, November 20
Circuit Court Part I
Melvin Walton v Abraham'S
Taxi Cab Co . (automobile case?)
Cir cuit Court Part II
Commonwealth v Reedy
(jailbreak with jury )
Monday, Novem ber 25
Circuit Court Part II
Eliza Tolliver v C & P
Telephone
(motion
fo r
judgment)
Sharon Waters v Woolworth's
(motion for judgment)
Tuesday , November 26
Circuit Court Part I
Grace Sayre v City of
Hampton (motion for judgment)
Tuesday, December 3
Circuit Court Part I
Clyde Poberson v Dennis
Vanhoudt, an infant (motion for
judgment)
Friday, December 6
Circuit Court Part II
Brenda Nunemaker v Bonnie
Be-Lo Markets (motion for
judgment )
Circuit Court Part I
State
Farm
Mutual
Automobile Insurance Co. v U.S.
Automobile Assoc. (motion for
declaratory judgment)

SBA Budget Action Necessary
Continued from p. 2
received a total figure from the
BSA, we did not know how much
money would be available to
spend on social events. Under
the final budget approved by the
BSA the SBA may have suffered
a serious cut in such funds and
may not be able to finance its
own social events (the BSA does
not want Marshall-Wythe to get
a reputation as a party school ).
If such money had been
all ocated to and spent by
organizations , the SBA wo uld
have had to make up such funds
from another source.
Also, this year the SBA is
tr yi ng to set up a new
bookkeeping system , and the
procedures outlined in the memo
were designed to try to keep

track of where the money is
going and why. Since no money
is received from the BSA until it
is presented with a valid receipt
for that amo unt of money , it is
necessary to require that all
requests
for
funds
be
accompanied by a valid receipt.
This, too , has always been
required but often ignored , with
the result that we have been
short of funds at the end of the
year .
4) Mr. Geddes creates an
inference that the SBA employed
students to sit in the meeting and
heckle those who opposed pet
projects . Not only is that
accusation completely untrue ,
but one example he cites (i.e.,
the Mary and William Society
labeling other as "cha uvin-

ists" ) was totally fabricated .
There was no mention of that
organization at the meeting - no
allocation ,
no
representati ves ,
and
no
discussion of any kind. One may
not be forgiven poetic license if it
serves only to
unjustly
disparage an organization which
specifically requested that it not
receive an allocation of money to
avoid further ridicule of its goals
and purposes.
In conclUSion , I hope that this
letter has shed a little more light
on the subject of the budget
meeting.
Ellen Pirog
SBA Treasurer
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Up Against The Wall

i

ByM.A. Funt
Hey there , peanut gallery,
guess what time of year is
rolling around again'? That's
right, exams are just around the
corner. We are all about to get
what we begged for , i.e ., two
monthS of coffee, aspirin , peptobismol , and four hours sleep a
night.
Today's column is designed as
a refresher course for secondand third-year students and as a
baptism of fire for you poor firstyear people who are all wishing
you had gone to graduate school
for an M.A . in sociology. The
forma t
of
the
Faculty
Identification Quiz (FIQ) you
see before your · soon-to-be
bloodshot eyes is taken from the
Multistate Bar Exam which
probably lifted it from Col.
Walck in the first place . All of
the listed answers could be
correct or none of them could be
correct. In case you missed it,
that last sentence was intended
as the ultimate disclaimer .
Everyone gets 100 pts. just for
reading this quiz. Have fun.
1. C. Harper Anderson is :
a .) a Tennessee Sour Mash
Whiskey
b .) an ancient common law
form of action .
c.) a mannequin
d.) the person you'd least
like to oppose in court
2. Mike Madison is:
a .) perfecting the envelope
b.) Martin Bormann
c . hiding something with his
beard
c. ) charismatic
3. Ron Brown is :
a .J <loclle
. b .) really a first-year
student
c.) dying of terminal tennis
elbow
d .) Viva 's next centerfold
4. Walt Williams is :
a .) talkative
b.) loquaCious
c .) garrulous
d.) all of the above
5. Colonel Walck is:
a .) taller than most generals
b.) a KGB agent
c.) the only faculty member
who uses Clairol in his martinis
d .) reconstructing a B-26 in
his backyard
6. Tim Sullivan is:
a .) Roosevelt Grier in drag
b.) strange
c .) always happy to answer
questions in class
d.) housebroken
7. Tom Jolls is:
a .) the cat's pajamas
b.) the bee 's knees
c .) still mourning the demise
of the rumble sea t
d.) nervously awaiting the
'results of a paternity suit blood

test
8. Harvey Frank is:
a. ) a wethead
b.) lost
c.) a channel 13 Morrung
Movie fan
d.) regular
9. Irma Lang is:
a .) Lois Lane 's roommate
b. ) Princess Anne 's riding
instructor
c .) a Wildroots groupie
d. ) here to stay

10. John Donaldson is:
a. ) one step ahead of the IRS
b.) a guest lecturer
c.) wholesome
d.) proofreading the Dead
Sea Scrolls
11. Dick Williamson is:
a .) an advocate of strict
" stop
and
search
and
incapacitate" laws
b.) stronger than dirt
c .) cute
d. ) Grand Wahunda of the
local "Minuteman " chapter
12. Jerome Leavell is:
a .)

b.)
c .)
d.) all of the above
13. Tom Collins is :
a .) listening to his shoulder
b.) an OK guy
c.) a frustrated disc jockey
d.) switching from "Head
and Shoulders" to " WooIite"
14. Dean Whyte is:
a .) a charter member of the
NAACP
b.) a whiz on contract law
c.) in labor
d.) William A. Rutter
15. Kermit Dunahoo is :
a .) still using round edged
scissors
b. ) a Dale Carnegie
graduate
c.) afraid of the dark
d.) the mating call of the
wily cockroach
16. Elmer Schaeffer is :
a .) the only known wearer of
bifocal contact lenses
b.) unaware that it is his
wife who keeps throwing out his
vitamin E
c.) tired a lot
d.) having his teddy bear
restuffed
17. Dulcey 'Fowler is :
a .) a runaway Doublemint
twin

b .) moderately innocent
c .) the creator of zap comix
d .) telling only her diary
about her crush on Donny
Osmond
18. Emeric Fischer is:
a .) Henry Kissinger 's cousin
b .) not very good at
arithmetic
c .) short but not very tall
d. ) having his first deduction
bronzed
19. Bolling Powell is:
a .) still searching for his
Grecian Formula 16
b. ) a milk and honey drinker
c.) growing his own
d .) still upset at being
rejected for the lead in " Owen
Marhsall " because of " inability
to project sincerity"
20. Scott Whitney is :
a .) using a high phosphate
detergent
b') an oil company robber
baron
c.) a strict carnivore
d.) one big dude

21. J . Madison Whitehead is:
a .) an' after thought
b.) not listed in "Who's Who
in Williamsburg Libraries"
c .) in dire need of a
colonectomy
d.) requesting more colon
shots in Penthouse
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Council By-Laws Provide
For Complaint Procedure
By Evan Adair
In an effort to clarify the role
of the Publications Council, and
the procedures which it follows ,
the Council by-laws are outlined
below . Space and boredom
co n s i dera tions preclud e
inclusion of the by-laws in their
entirety, but a copy may be
perused in the Amicus office.
Purpose
"The Publications Council ...
serves as the formal agency ,
responsible to and with its
actions subject to the approval
of the President of the College,
through which the College . . .
e ncourages competence and
creativity in its student-<>perated
publications. "
Membership
" Membership in the
Council shall be composed of the
following ": (1 ) four students ,
appointed by the President from
nominations by a board of
students made up of editors-inchief of the campus publications
supported by the Council, the
station manager of WCWM ,
president of Pi Delta Epsilon ,
and the SA President. Council
members shall not nominate
themselves , and none of the
students nominated shall be
associated directly with any
campus .publications.
(2) Two faculty representatives, one from the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences and the other
from
the
Schools
of
Law, Education , and Business
Administration , to be appointed
by
the
President
after
consultation with the de.an.<: of
the various schools.
(3) Two administration
representatives
will
be
appointed by the President. (4)
One representative of the larger
community is appointed by the
President upon nominations
from the director of alumni
affairs and the president of the
Society of the Alumni.
Editors-in-chief of each
member publication , the WCWM
station manager, and the Pi
Delta Epsilon president are ex
officio members of the Council.
All members are appointed to
one-year terms , with no member
to serve longer than three
consecutive years. If possible, at
least one student and one other
member shall serve for at least
two years in succession .
Meetings
' 'The Council shall meet at
least twice a semester ,
ordinarily during the fourth
week of September and
November, and during the
second week of February and
April . Additional meetings may
be called at the discretion of the
chairman or any two members ,
one of whom may be an ex officio
member . Meetings of the
Council shall be open to all
interested persons , unless a
majority of the Council votes
that a meeting, or a portion of a
meeting, shall be closed."
Functions and Procedures
The Council reviews and
recommends for adoption to the
BSA Finance Committee a
unified
budget
for
ail
publications
under
its
jurisdiction: after first holding
hearings on budgets submitted
by the individual publications.
"It shall consider whether any
existing
publications ,
or
additional ones , merit or

continue to merit financial or
other support of recognition
from the College."
The Council appoints editorsin-chief of all publications and
the station manager of WCWM
during the spring semester.
Before appointing students to
these positions , the Council must
reques t
and
consider
applications from any interested
members of the student body.
These applications , and all
written material in support of
them , must be submitted no
later than two calendar weeks
before the beginning of spring
recess .
During the two-week period
before spring recess , the Council
conducts open hearings , at
wh ich time it will receive
testimony from any interested
persons
concerning
the
qualifications
of
the
applications . The Council
recommends that there be no
"official " nominee from any of
the organizations on the Council.
Editors and station managers
are given an opportunity to
express their opinions during the
selection hearings , and staff
members will also have such an
opportunity to do so. Upon
completion of the hearings, the
holds
individual
Council
interviews with the applicants.
The Council's choices for
editors of pUblications and
station manager are to be
announced prior to the beginning
of spring recess, and the new
officers will assume their duties
thrpp

('al ~ndar w~ek"

heCore the

last class day of the spring
semester .
Should a vacancy occur in an
editorship , the hearing and

interview pro cedure will be
follo wed
to
appoin t
repl ace ments , who shall be
named within 30 days of the
creation of the vacancy .
Complaint Procedure
" The Council shall hold
hearings on complaints against
various publications and their
chief officers, originating by
reason of published or broadcast
material , which may be initiated
by any member of the College or
community, provided that the
person bringing the complaint
has first attempted to settle his
grievance with the publication
involved.
" The editor or sta tion
manager concerned will be
provided full written notification
as early as possible of all
charges against him or his
public at ion , sufficient
opportunity to prepare a
defense , the right to designate
an attorney or attorneys , and the
right to appeal the decision of
the Council to the President of
the College.
" The Council shall make
every effort to settle complaints
promptly , . but where a case
becomes an issue at law , the
Council will ordinarily not act
prior to disposition of legal
charges , except in cases where
in the judgment of the Council
failure to act would adversely
affect the welfare of the
individual involved or th e
publication he represents .'"
On the basis of such
c o mplain tG ,

thc

C o unc i l

exclusively m a y reprimand ,
suspend , or dismiss chief
officers of publications, subject
always to due process.

Grad Housing Not
Pri11lary RHL Ai11l
Continued from p. 4
primary concern in regards to
dorms
is
with
its
undergraduates .
Residence Hall Programs
Associate Dean Morgan ' s
office plans programs for the
residence halls as part of the
personal development program.
"Graduate residence halls have
value , but a different program
(from undergraduate dorms )
would be needed." This
difference would be due to the
age and scholastic work
difference and to the fact that
graduate students would have
more freedom .
There are studies which show
the impact of residence hall
living
on
a
person 's
development. The qualities
developed would occur anyway
because of being at college and
away from home , Mr. Morgan
said , but the dorm life enhances
the change . Such qualities
cultivated include "a greater
sense of community and
enhancement of maturation by
greater respect for academic
life, and forming a personal
value system by exposure to a
heterogeneous or homogeneous
population ." Mr. Morgan also
mentioned consideration for
other people and cooperation as
qualities which dorm life helps
bring out in people. "Students

generally
become
less
autocratic and dogmatic as a
result of attending college, and
residence hail living adds to the
change."
A residence hall can also be
used to give students "a sense of
status quo in the body or
homeostasis by relaxation and
stimulation. " Mr . Morgan
explained this further by saying
that what is hoped for is a
balance between relaxing and
exercise , which is difficult to
achieve because . students need
different things at different
times . Thus there are programs
like Project Plus , inviting
professors to speak in dorm
lounges or other activities which
are geared to meet the students
need so that the college life can
be as fulfilling as possible.
The residence hall is
peculiarly suited for these
programs because there is the
ready-made social situation of a
group of people together who can
organize their own community .
Graduate students have already
gone through this development ,
so graduate students can be
given the lowest priority for
living in dorms because of the
reasons given above . Thus, due
to the economic situation and the
educational value of the
residence hails , the future of
graduate students housing is
"ery uncertain.

